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Turbulence transport in high-temperature plas-
mas has been a central subject in fields of the mag-
netic fusion study. Recent simulation studies based 
on the gyrokinetic formulae have revealed some im-
portant aspects of the ion/ electron temperature gra-
dient (ITG /ETG) mode turbulence such as genera-
tion of the zonal flow and streamer and so on. Most 
of these phenomena in the collisionless turbulence 
have often been understood in terms of lower mo-
ments of the distribution function f. In considering 
the balance between the square-integral of f, the 
transport flux, and the temporal change of the po-
tential energy (which is the so-called 'entropy bal-
ance'), however, it is indispensable to take into ac-
count detailed structures off in the velocity space. 
A newly developed kinetic simulation method 
with a guarantee of satisfying the balance equation 
enables a study on the saturation process of the 
ITG turbulence. Fine-scale fluctuations of the ion 
distribution function caused by the phase mixing 
are well resolved by a large number of grid points 
in the velocity space. It is confirmed that there 
are two types of saturated state depending on the 
zonal flow. One is a steady state with no ther-
mal flux and no increase of the square-integral 8S 
(= J d3xd3vj 2 /2FM ), which is observed after the 
zonal flow suppresses the turbulence. Another one 
is a quasi-steady state in the absence of the zonal 
flow, where one finds a saturated turbulence with 
statistically constant transport flux and d( 8S) / dt. 
The result confirms existence of the coarse-grained 
steady state (where lower moments are constant but 
higher ones continue to increase) which had been 
conjectured as a fundamental assumption in con-
sidering the kinetic-fluid closure. 
Figure 1 shows time histories of d( 88) / dt, the 
ion thermal flux 'l}iQi (= (1Ji/2) J d3xd3vvExB · 
Kv2 f / vl), and the temporal change of the potential 
energy dW/dt (= (e/2T) J d3x£¢2) for cases with 
and without the zonal flow. One can clearly see that 
the steady transport balances with d( 88) / dt (bot-
tom), while the transport flux vanishes in the satu-
rated state with the zonal flow (upper). Increase of 
8S reflects development of fine-scale fluctuations in 
the distribution function. In snapshots (not shown 
here) of the normalized distribution function f /¢ 
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Figure 1: Time histories of the entropy production 
d(8S)/dt, the ion thermal flux 1JiQi, and the tempo-
ral change of the potential energy dW / dt for cases 
with (upper) and without (bottom) the zonal flow 
components. 
for the linearly most unstable mode, where ¢ is the 
electrostatic potential, one can see that f /¢is domi-
nated by the fine-scale fluctuations, when the zonal 
flow suppresses the turbulence. In the absence of 
the zonal flow, however, a large-scale structure off 
is clearly found in the velocity space along with the 
fine-scale fluctuations caused by the phase mixing. 
This accounts for the quasi-steady state turbulence 
where 8S continues to increase while the transport 
fl. ux and other low-order moments are kept in sta-
tistically constant levels. 
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